An easy to use, powerful complete solution

**Designed specifically for commodity futures traders**

DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition is a comprehensive solution for commodity futures trading. It introduces you to an industry leading array of innovative productivity features, advanced analytics, and performance enhancements. DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition delivers exceptional power, productivity, and reliability while setting a new standard for value.

**Complete views**

Now you don’t have to click between quote sheets, chart windows, and news indexes. DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition conveniently allows you to link together information, simply by dragging and dropping it into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or within the DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition client itself for up-close monitoring, charting history, and full details. Pricing information updates in real-time to help you stay in-the-know.

Maximize your screen space with its completely updated and modernized interface. New one-click color themes also deliver greater personalization and a more intuitive user experience.
Order execution
With DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition, you can turn your analysis into action with our order execution capability. Through our partner CQG's ultra-fast, stable exchange connectivity, you can quickly and easily execute futures orders while viewing charts, quote sheets, and options. Processing is fast and accurate with both a DOM trader and an Order Ticket user interface. Trade and manage multiple accounts across multiple FCMs with a single login.

This integrated platform not only provides unmatched information, tools, and analysis, but also the fastest order execution available to help you minimize risk and increase profitability.

Robust reliability
You expect and rely on timely, accurate data and maximum service reliability. With DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition, we continue to stay ahead of soaring market volumes through continued investment in data quality and server performance. DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition accesses market data through our own state-of-the-art, multi-redundant ticker plants and quote servers. Specific new enhancements include improved redundancy and fail over capabilities, a proprietary tick-scrubbing process, faster quote data, and news processing systems. DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition offers unmatched data quality, performance, and reliability — so you can make faster, smarter trading decisions.

We’ve lowered the total cost of ownership with streamlined install rights management and automatic software updates that reduce hands-on time.

Advanced tools and analytics
Until now, futures trading tools either lacked the power and flexibility to meet the demands of increasingly complex markets, or have been so difficult to use that they left traders frustrated and less efficient.

Use our powerful analytics to drive profitable trades. DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition provides advanced technical features that are available in only the most sophisticated market data products and our proprietary algorithms deliver unmatched analytical power and precision at any price point.

The “linked display” found within DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition means traders have finally achieved a balance of power and ease-of-use to make successful commodity and trading decisions a reality. These tools filter data to create a strong contextual relationship between quote displays, charts, and industry news. A single click allows you to access all relevant information for a particular commodity or market, and the resulting information is displayed in an intuitive and flexible manner.

An Excel add-in allows you to create Excel spreadsheets with live market data directly from a tool bar within Excel. Link data directly in cells, as needed — including column headings and descriptions — to help improve analysis and reporting. A newly-enhanced user interface allows you to easily complete Excel-based queries. Data can be created and formatted in charts with just a few clicks, improving visualization of important market data for faster decisions.
You can also easily link DTN ProphetX’s wide-range of technical studies within Excel, helping you analyze market movements and support trading decisions.

Get one-click access to charts of Greeks, Implied Volatility, Volume and Open Interest for options to help you analyze positions and strategies, and determine fair value pricing. Forward Curves charting provides an over the horizon look at where prices are trending and at the seasonal impact on prices to help you make long term pricing decisions.

Available screen space is maximized in DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition by extending the display across multiple monitors, allowing you to maintain visibility of broad market sectors while reacting quickly to market dynamics. Extensive “drag and drop” capabilities and keyboard shortcuts help you create new displays from existing data, including spread displays, chart overlays, or a news search filter from a list of symbols in a quote display — all done in two clicks of your mouse. You’ll receive more information faster than ever before.

To conveniently help you organize and display information, DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition includes tools that allow you to easily customize quote content. Industry-specific displays such as crack spreads, crushes, or strips are as simple as a click of the mouse.

During periods of intense market volatility, price alerts can be set up and customized through a variety of different formats such as visual, audio, email, or text-to-speech to ensure prompt response.

**News and weather**

We offer a broad and deep range of news coverage, including proprietary information from our own newsroom. In addition, we supply content from top name, third-party sources including Dow Jones, USDA, and more, as well as all U.S. commodity and several key international exchanges. Valuable economic calendars and reports are also included.

Our news filtering options allow you to create customized searches to bring up relevant articles. This robust search function looks for key words in the full text of articles which means you spend less time searching and more time analyzing. DTN ProphetX Commodities Edition also delivers forecasts, histories, current conditions, and climate predictions generated by our staff of highly-trained meteorologists.